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Abstract: In symmetric cryptosystems a primary key is used to create a number of subkeys according to
specified key scheduling algorithm; the design of a good key schedule is a crucial aspect  of  cipher  design.
In this paper we describe a new technique to generate pseudorandom subkeys to be used in cryptographic
algorithm suitable for hardware or software implementations; a simple and secure method for subkey selection
is presented based on the use of permutation up to the bit-level of the main key. The proposed technique has
higher resistance against brute-force attack, differential cryptanalysis and linear cryptanalysis. Furthermore,
it will extend the lifetime of the master key by using the idea of re-keying and it will increase the security of the
encryption algorithm. Simulation study shows that the proposed technique gives a totally different group of
pseudorandom subkeys each time we run the generator. Furthermore; comparison analyses between the
proposed subkey generation process and the old technique used in MJEA shows that this scheme provides
better performance concerning the Avalanche Effect criteria. The design principle of the new method is given
together with results and analyses to define the whole process precisely.

Keywords: Cryptography  Network Security  Key scheduling algorithm  Subkey Generation  Block
Ciphering Algorithm  Avalanche Effect

INTRODUCTION by using the idea of re-keying [2]. Rather than use the

The security of symmetric cryptosystem is a function for the data one can use it as a master key to derive
of two parameters: the strength of the algorithm and the subkeys and use the subkeys for the actual cryptographic
key. The algorithm may be public; so the security of the processing. After that those subkeys are combined
whole system resides in the key. The key must be so together to form the new master key (k1) which will be
secure that there is no better way to break it than with a used in the second iteration to generate the second group
brute-force attack [1]. In symmetric cryptosystem an input of subkeys. Keys (K1, K2, K3, ….) are derived from K, by
key (a primary key) is used to create a number of subkeys some process called the rekeying process.
according to specified key scheduling algorithm; the In the past the key schedules of cryptographic
design of a good key schedule is a crucial aspect of cipher algorithms didn’t receive the same security as the
design. Key schedules means generation for the required algorithms themselves. However, as early as 1985, the
subkeys by the block ciphers before the beginning of authors in [3] showed how to design the key schedules of
encryption/decryption process. All subkeys that were conventional cryptosystems, including DES, to make them
generated for a given round in the encryption algorithm strong against key search attacks. They propose a
will be used in modifying the input data for that round. technique in which a known 64-bit constant is encrypted

One of the important factors that should be using master key K in the DES algorithm. The output
considered in symmetric cryptography is key management serves two purposes. It acts as the first round subkey and
which involves: key generation, key distribution, lifetime the plaintext input to DES using key K again, the output
of the key and storage of the generated keys. The lifetime becomes the second round subkey. The process is then
of the key means using the shared key for a short time repeated until all round subkeys are created. In 1993,
then exchanges it. We can extend the lifetime of the key Biham  [4]  showed  that,   simple   key   schedules  exhibit

primary key directly in the encryption/decryption process
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relationships between keys that may be exploited. Later The key schedule for MJEA [16] uses the primary key
that same year, Knudsen [5] listed four necessary to generate the required subkeys. The 120-bit main key
properties for secure Feistel ciphers that could be (K) is divided into two parts (K : 56-bits) and (K : 64-bits);
achieved with strong key schedules; two of these then K  and K  are divided into 8-bit subkeys. The key
properties are; no simple relations and all keys are equally array consists of fifteen 8-bit sub-keys (k0, k1,…...., k14).
good. Starting with the first byte in each of K  and K , perform

Many key schedules were proposed in the literature several rounds of the sequence, using the next byte from
that depends on some good statistical properties such as K  and K  (modulo their lengths) each time a reference to
those techniques used in (DES, IDEA, CAST, SAFER, K [ ] and K [ ] is made.
TEA, RC5, NDS, etc…..). In the following paragraphs we In this paper a simple and secure method for subkey
will give brief definition about each one of them: selection is presented based on the use of permutation up

In NDS cipher the master key is used in each round to the bit-level of the main key. The motivation for this
of the cipher. In one round, a 64-bit half-block is split into work is to design a new technique to generate subkeys to
eight 8-bit subblocks. The entire 64-bit half-block is then be used in MJEA encryption algorithm which shows a
permuted according to a fixed permutation [6]. weak subkey generation process. The subkey generator

In DES; The sixteen 48-bit subkeys are derived from presented  in  this  paper  is  completely  different  from
the main key using the following key schedule: 56 bits of the original MJEA, it uses 128-bit master key instead of
the key are selected from the initial 64 bits and divided 120-bit that was originally used. The proposed technique
into two 28 bits halves,  which  are  treated  separately. will be stronger and try to improve its performance
For the next round, both halves are rotated one or two bits concerning Avalanche Effect. Another motivation for the
to the left; this is specified for each round. Also, a design procedure for sub-keys generation is to avoid man
different set of bits is used in each subkey [7]. in the middle attacks. Subkey generation process occurs

In IDEA; the key K is partitioned into eight 16-bit just on both sides of the communication system; an
blocks, which are assigned to the first eight subkeys. attacker whose goal is to break down the system needs
Then, K is shifted left by 25 bits and partitioned again to not only the secret key but also the key generator which
produce another 8 subkeys, which are assigned to the should be physically protected. There is no risk in
next eight subkeys. This process of shifting and sending the secret key through the channel, but we
partitioning is continued until six subkeys are generated should encrypt that key before sending it.
for each of the eight rounds of the encryption [8]. All codes for the proposed technique were captured

In CAST, it uses sixteen bits of the master key, split by using VHDL [17, 18], with structured description logic.
into two 8-bit blocks and each is passed through a fixed The reason for choosing VHDL is its suitability for
S-box. Each S-box outputs thirty-two bits and the results hardware implementation. The VHDL codes were
are XORed to produce the round subkey [9]. synthesized using the MAX+Plus II Simulator [19].

The key schedule of SAFER K-64 rotates the ith The structure of this paper is organized as follows:
master key byte and adds a constant to obtain the ith The next section describes the design process for the
byte of each round subkey. It combines the input with a proposed technique, then we discuss and analyze the
round subkey,  applies  eight  parallel  8-bit  permutation results and the last section provides some concluding
S-boxes, combines the result with another subkey [10]. remarks.

Some   ciphers have     simple     key   schedules.
For example, the block  cipher  TEA  simply  splits  the Subkey Generator Design Process: The underlying
128-bit key into four 32-bit pieces (K0, K1, K2, K3) and philosophy behind the design process of this subkey
uses them repeatedly in successive rounds [11]. generation is that simplicity of design yields an algorithm

The RC5 sub key generation [12] is quite complex that is both easier to understand and easier to implement.
which produces a final array that includes the required Besides simplicity; essentially we take into consideration
number of sub keys which are derived out the secret key. that the proposed technique ensures the following
 Many pseudorandom key generators depend on some properties:
properties of shift registers and multiplexers. An example
for this type of generators is Geffe's generator [13] and Ensures good key Avalanche effect for both
Jennings generator [14]. JEA [15] is another encryption encryption and decryption.
algorithm that uses a group of multiplexes to select the Ensures that sub-keys are independently chosen for
required subkeys for encryption/decryption. each round. 
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The used key to generate round subkeys should
varied through successive rounds; we got those
varieties of master  keys  by  applying  the  idea of
re-keying.
The sub-key generator gives random different group
of sub-keys each time we run the generator.
The subkey-generation algorithm does not assume
that the main key bits are random; even highly
correlated key bits will produce random subkeys.
Subkeys are generated in such a way that if a given
subkey is determined by cryptanalysis, it is
cryptographically difficult to determine the other
subkeys from the known subkey.
The subkey generation process is designed to
preserve the entire entropy of the key and to
distribute that entropy uniformly throughout the
subkeys.
All round subkeys were created from the master key
and stored in an array prior to any
encryption/decryption taking place.

This is achieved by using the proposed pseudo-
random generator in a multi-step process, described in the
following sections.

General Description for the Design Process: Any Fig. 1: Block diagram for the proposed technique
cryptographic algorithm uses a number of sub-keys, those
sub-keys must be pre-computed before the operation of Step 1 : SGF(MK) = Group of subkeys for Round (1)
this algorithm. As a case study we assumed that the Step 2 : for i = 1 to r-1
proposed technique is applied to generate subkeys for Permute bits in MK to create MKi
MJEA. Data encryption in MJEA occurs via an 8-round SGF(MKi) = Group of subkeys for Round (i+1)
Feistel network. MJEA uses a large number of subkeys;
each round needs sixteen 8-bit subkeys (Sk0, Sk1,…...., Description for the Subkey Generator: The procedure for
Sk15). In total we need to generate 128 subkeys and generating the sub-keys is indicated in the block diagram
those subkeys must be precomputed before any data that is shown in Figure 2.
encryption or decryption. This  block   diagram   shows   how   the   main   key

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed K  (128-bit)  is  used  to  generate  the  8-bit  sub-keys.
technique in which a known 128-bit master key (MK) This process is summarized in the following steps:
feeds the subkey generator. The output of this generator
serves  two  purposes: It acts as the first group of The master key is loaded into the generator
subkeys to be used by round-1 of the encryption Within the round the 128-bit master key is divided
algorithm. Those subkeys are scrambled then combined and split into sixteen 8-bit pieces called chunks.
together to form the new master key to be used to Those chunks will be the inputs for the scrambler
generate the second round subkeys. The process is then unit.
repeated until all round subkeys are created. The main job of the scrambler unit is to mix bits of

Figure 1 summarizes a two-step process for chunks together with shifting-right for bits; more
generating a group of subkeys for each round in the details about this unit is shown in the next section.
encryption algorithm. Letting MK be the master key of an The scrambler outputs represents the required
r-round cipher and SGF be the Subkey Generation sixteen 8-bit subkeys which is stored in an array to
Function that will be discussed in details in the next be used by the first round of the encryption
section: algorithm.
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This group of subkeys are combined together to form Subkeys are calculated in this unit by using the following
a new 128-bit master key which is feedback the whole steps:
process again.
This process is repeated until all of the key-schedule Initialize the P-arrays (P0, P1, P2, ....., P14, P15) with
elements have been filled. the 8-bit string values that comes from the chunking

The Scrambler Unit: The scrambler; which is the main XORing P0 with the scrambled bits that comes from
unit  in  the  subkey   generator   is   shown   in   Figure  3. P15, XORing P2 with the  scrambled  bits  that  comes

unit.

Mathematically, each subkey bit is generated by applying one of the equations in the following box:



[ (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7)]0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0)]1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1)]2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2)]3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3)]4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4)]5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5)]6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6)]7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7)]8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0)]9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1)]10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (3) & (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2)]11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (4) & (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3)]12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (5) & (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4)]13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13 13Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (6) & (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5)]14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14 14Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

[ (7) & (0) & (1) & (2) & (3) & (4) & (5) & (6)]15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15 15Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=

1 [ & & & & & & & & & & & & & & & ]15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0k Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk Sk=
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After that subkeys are formed by concatenating scrambled bits as shown in the following manner: 

After that the new master key is formed by concatenating the new subkeys together as follows: 

Fig. 2: Sub-key generation block diagram P-array has been XORed together.

Fig. 3: The scrambler unit 

from P1 and so on for all bits of the key until P15 with
P1. Repeatedly cycle through all bits until the entire
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Continue the process,  replacing  all  entries  of  the
P-array (P0, P1, P2, ....., P14, P15) with the output of
the continuously-changing output of step 2.
The output of step 3 will be  the  first  group  of  the
8-bit subkeys that will be used in the first round of
the encryption algorithm.
The 8-bit subkeys (sk0, sk1, ....,sk15) will be grouped
together to form the new key which will be used to
generate the second group of subkeys.

In total, 8- iterations are required to generate all
required subkeys for MJEA algorithm.

This key will be used to generate the second group
of subkeys that will be used in the second round of the Fig. 4: Generated group -1 of sub-keys 
encryption algorithm.

As shown in the above subkey generation algorithm,
subkeys are generated by inputting all the bits of the
master key, suitably permuted, into the scrambler unit.
This process provides greater strength to prevent an
attack that attempts to derive the master key from
knowledge of a round subkey. This is the case since, the
greater the entropy of the input to the generator, then the
greater the difficulty of deriving this input from
knowledge of the output.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section the performance of the proposed
subkey generator will be evaluated and compared with
other technique considering Avalanche Effect as the
major metric in this evaluation. W. Stallings [20] defines
the Avalanche Effect as the phenomenon that describes Fig. 5: Generated group -2 of sub-keys 
the effect in the output cipher text if a single or few bits
are changed in the plain text.

Example Showing the Use of the Proposed  Technique:
We evaluated our proposed technique through some
tests using simulation on (Max+Plus II). The main goal of
the first test is to make sure that the generator is able to
generate pseudorandom different sub-keys. In this
experiment, we assumed that the master key has a size of
128-bit, the size of each sub-key is 8-bit and the
encryption  algorithm requires 16 sub-keys for each
round.

First    of       all,      the      main      key     was    set
(K= OXF0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954) as input
to the generator then we run the simulator; the result for
this experiment is shown in Figure 4. this result ensures one of the main properties for this

As we see in this figure, the sub-key generator is able
to give random different sub-keys.

Table 1: New versions of master key to be used to generate subkeys
through successive rounds

K1 OXF0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954
K2 OX2B1FFE8BF79D3AEF455274ABDF8D021A
K3 OX66254D6F0D1D9604A6AE6E2B5D9E8DF8
K4 OX948D78EA149531B7D261CE3B03A5BDE9
K5 OX096183E6AE423E662DEDB3D025FC12E2
K6 OX00D1F0E28A9686D3672A4DA07F229433
K7 OX439236D7835D5EED0B77CBDC9C352466
K8 OX248BA0A653546C63B334AABF3A2B6AF1

Table 1 shows (K1 through K8) which represents
new versions of the primary master key to be used to
generate subkeys through successive rounds. The result
for this experiment emphasizes the idea of re-keying; also

technique which says that the used key to generate each
round subkeys should varied through successive rounds.
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Table 2: New group of master key to be used to generate subkeys through
successive rounds

K1 OXD28AC7ABE6487458957BBD1F3B8052E3
K2 OX9EBE0B658A6A729F369D85F8E832F6A8
K3 OXF839B826756CABB1DD90C041458303F3
K4 OX88B7E13B11289005BE3C5292872545F8
K5 OXD6AC01B2CA04B499E45A0690813B949E
K6 OX0DD8A4E7FFBDF088AFB1BE57266281D7
K7 OXEF0D5B7243A0559C69F0CC6F09B19445
K8 OXC74B403E7326AB6BFDB086C48EE732A6

To make sure that the generator works as required, we
p r o v i d e d a n o t h e r  1 2 8 - b i t  k e y
(OXD28AC7ABE6487458957BBD1F3B8052E3) thenwe run
the simulator. As seen in Figure 5 the generator is able to
give another pseudorandom different group of sub-keys.

Table 2 shows (K1 through K8) which represents new
versions of the primary master key to be used to generate
subkeys through successive rounds.

As we said before, the main goal of this work is to
correct the weakness of subkey scheduling  in  MJEA.
The second test is  to  investigate  the  performance of
the  old  technique  for  subkey   schedule   in   MJEA.
We  set the  same  master  key   that    was    used    for
the    proposed technique       in       the      first   test
(K= OXF0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954) as input
to the generator then we run the simulator; the result for
this experiment is shown in Figure 6.

As we see in this figure, the old sub-key generator is
not able to give random different sub-keys for each round
(i.e. the subkeys generated for round 1 is exactly the same
as the subkeys generated for round 8 ). Also we see that
(SK0, SK2, SK4, SK6, SK8, SK10, SK12, SK14) are the
same for all rounds.

The previous results ensures that the proposed sub-
key generator gives random different group of sub-keys
each time we provide a new secret key while the old
technique used in MJEA don’t. The proposed scheme
ensures that sub-keys are independently chosen for each
round. Each round has its own master key differs than
keys used for other rounds; we got those varieties of
master keys by applying the idea of re-keying. From this
test we recognize the superiority of proposed technique
compared to the old one used in MJEA.

Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Technique
Compared to the Old One Used in MJEA: In the following
set of experiments we apply the proposed key schedule
on MJEA and evaluate its performance under different
metrics. Here, we present the results of simulations of the
proposed technique compared to the old key schedule
that was used by MJEA.

Fig. 6: Sub-key distribution over 8- rounds of the of
MJEA algorithm using old generator.

Fig. 7: Avalanche Effect on ciphertext by changing 1-bit
in the plaintext over different number of rounds

The main goal of the first test is to check the
Avalanche Effect on ciphertext by changing 1-bit in the
plaintext over different number of  rounds.  A  random
128-bit  key  was  generated and used for all simulations
(K   =     OX    F0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954),
the  plain  text  chosen  represents  random  blocks of
data  in  hexadecimal;  we  change  the plain  text by 1-bit
(Pt1 = OX9999999999999999, Pt2 = OX8999999999999999).
After that we run the simulator 17-times for each subkey
generator; we collect all results together and plot them in
the same figure for comparision purposes. Figure 7 shows
the result for this test versus the number of rounds used
in encryption.

According to the specification of MJEA, it needs at
least 4-rounds to give a reasonable Avalanche Effect on
the ciphertext (more than  50%  of  the  ciphertext  bits
were changed). So, we take the average of the two  curves
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Fig. 8: Avalanche Effect on ciphertext by changing 1-bit Figure 9 shows the result for this test versus the number
in the key over different number of rounds of rounds used in encryption.

Fig. 9: Avalanche Effect on plaintext of single-bit enhancing the performance of MJEA compared to the old
changes in ciphertext over different number of key schedule that was used in this algorithm. By using the
rounds proposed technique, MJEA was able to thoroughly

starting from round 4. We find that the average number of ciphertext bits changed when a single-bit change in
bits changed on ciphertext by changing 1-bit in the plaintext or key when run for at least 4 rounds. The reason
plaintext over different number of rounds is (33.85-bits out for this enhancement is the use of strong scrambler unit
of 64-bits changed) by using the old key schedule which in the proposed technique which ensures a through
means (52.89%) of the ciphertext bits changed; while Avalanche Effect.
(39.1-bits out of 64-bits changed) by using the proposed
key schedule which means (61.1%) of the ciphertext bits CONCLUSIONS
changed. This result shows an enhancement in the
performance by (8.21%). In this paper we have presented a new technique to

The second test aims to check the Avalanche Effect generate pseudorandom subkeys to be used in
on ciphertext by changing  1-bit  in  the  key  over cryptographic  algorithm  suitable for hardware or
different number of rounds; here we set the plaintext fixed software implementations.  A  simple   and  secure
(Pt = OX9999999999999999) and we change  the  key  by method  for  subkey  selection  is   presented  based on
1-bit (K1  =  OXF0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954, the  use  of  permutation up to the bit-level of the main
k2   =    OXE0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954). key. The design philosophy behind the proposed
Figure 8 shows the result for this test versus the number technique is that simplicity of design which yields an
of rounds used in encryption. algorithm that is easier to implement and achieves better

In this test we find that the average number of bits security properties. We can conclude the following points
changed on ciphertext by changing 1-bit in the key over from the analysis of the experimental results that were
different number of rounds is (30.78-bits out of 64-bits done to evaluate the performance of the proposed
changed)  by  using  the  old  key  schedule  which  means technique:

(48.1%) of the ciphertext bits changed; while (38-bits out
of 64-bits changed) by  using  the  proposed  key
schedule which means (59.37%) of the ciphertext bits
changed. This result shows an enhancement in the
performance by (11.27%).

The last test in this section checks the Avalanche
Effect on plaintext by changing single bit in ciphertext
over different number of rounds. Here we set the key fixed
(K = OXF0E1C2B3A69270C355672311F2A8C954) and we
set the plaintext also to be fixed (OX9999999999999999)
then we change the cipher text by 1-bit for each trial.

However, we   find   that  the  average  number  of
bits changed on plaintext by  changing  single  bit in
ciphertext   over    different    number   of   rounds is
(33.21-bits  out  of  64-bits  changed)  by  using the old
key  schedule  which  means  (51.89%)  of the plaintext
bits  changed;  while  (39.36-bits out of 64-bits changed)
by   using   the    proposed    key    schedule   which
means   (61.5%)    of    the    plaintext     bits   changed.
This  result  shows  an enhancement in the performance
by (9.61%).

From the previous series of simulations, it appears
that the proposed subkey schedule achieves its goal in

scrambling the given plaintext; more that 59% of the
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The proposed scheme ensured that sub-keys are REFERENCES
independently chosen for each round. Each round
has its own master key differs than keys used for
other rounds; we got those varieties of master keys
by applying the idea of re-keying.
The sub-key generator  gives  random  different
group  of sub-keys  each  time  we  run  the
generator.
The proposed technique ensured a strong key
Avalanche Effect for both encryption and
decryption. By using the  proposed  technique,
MJEA was able to thoroughly scrambling the given
plaintext; more that 59% of the ciphertext bits
changed when a single-bit change in plaintext or key
when run for at least 4 rounds.
The  proposed   subkey   schedule  achieves  its goal
in  enhancing  the  performance of MJEA compared
to the old key schedule that was used in this
algorithm. The experimental results showed an
enhancement  in  the   performance   by  (8.21%)
when  we  check  the  Avalanche  Effect on
ciphertext by changing 1-bit in the plaintext over
different number of rounds and it showed an
enhancement in the performance by (11.27%) when
we check the Avalanche Effect on ciphertext by
changing 1-bit in the key over different number of
rounds. Also it showed an enhancement in the
performance by (9.61%) when we check the
Avalanche Effect on plaintext  by  changing  single
bit  in  ciphertext over different number of rounds.
The reason for this enhancement is the use of strong
scrambler unit.

What remains to be done as a further work would
include the following:

More thorough testing and analysis to get better
performance.
Calculate the execution time for encryption and
decryption for MJEA by using the proposed
technique.
Do more performance evaluation by comparing the
proposed technique with other well known subkey
generators.
Try to use the proposed technique with other
encryption algorithms.
Another future work will include hardware
implementation in a suitable FPGA.
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